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Abstract—American shopping markets have    

not had any major changes since the department        
store became a thing. We decided to change the         
shoppers experience by introducing a smart cart.       
This cart will keep track of all the items added          
into the cart. It also has collision avoidance, GPS         
tracking, and an insync phone app. This       
documentation explains the break down of      
project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Shopping has always been a cornerstone of 

the American life. Whether it be shopping for a 
house, or the typical department store shopping 
Americans as a whole have a love hate relationship 
with the shopping experience provided.  Brick and 
mortar stores have long gone unchecked for a 
shopping experience that hasn’t had any major 
developments since the shopping cart was first 
introduced in 1937, in the Humpty Dumpty 
department stores. This experience actually 
worsened with customer service becoming less of a 

priority in an age where people can google any 
questions they have about any product.  

 
The dot-com boom (1995-2001), allowed 

online retailers to give an alternative to customers 
from the typical brick and mortar stores. Although 
at first people never believed that an online retailer 
would ever replace a brick and mortar store we are 
slowly seeing the tide change. Stores started feeling 
the bite of the online retailers. The largest of them 
all, Amazon, quickly became the best place to shop, 
almost cannibalizing all markets. With success, they 
have been able to promote paid-services like Prime, 
which gives consumers the option of free same-day 
or two-day shipping on millions of items ranging 
from home goods to basic everyday needs. Now 
with their acquisition of Whole Foods, a grocery 
store chain, as of August 2017, they are working to 
further eliminate the need for consumers to visit 
their local food markets. Surprisingly enough, the 
German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence 
suggests that “traditional supermarkets will not 
disappear in the next decades because, for certain 
goods, consumers will prefer ‘hands-on experience’ 
with the product” they are going to purchase [13]. 
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You can buy nearly everything for lower 
cost and get it delivered to your doorstep within 
hours. With their constant expansion of markets, 
they are giving flexibility to delivering groceries, 
produce, milk, and just about anything a human 
being can need and desire. This has ultimately led to 
millions of people across the country to stop going 
to brick and mortar stores.  

 
Brick and mortars have many problems with 

the customer experience. These problems make 
shopping at brick and mortars a nuisance. These 
problems make shopping longer and harder.  There 
are two main divisions of problems. We can look at 
the problems mainly affecting disabled people and 
problems that affect all people. 

 
In order to revolutionize the shopping 

experience of consumers in brick and mortar stores, 
an invention of a new shopping cart that can reduce 
the inconveniences of shopping must be produced. 
This revolutionary new shopping cart will be 
include new safety features like a braking system 
and include an all in one inventory system where 
anything put in the cart will be tracked, totaled and 
allow for a faster checkout, eliminating the need to 
ever stand in line.  

 

II. SOCIETAL PROBLEM 

A. INVENTORY TRACKING 
In order to help those who have children or those          

on a budget the cart will need to be able to track            
what has been put into it. The cart will need to           
know when something has been placed or removed        
from it at any time and be able to somehow display           
the current contents of the cart in an easy to read           
format. Then with that information it should be able         
to tally up and inform the user of the total price of            
its contents. If an item is mistakenly placed in         
without the user knowing a quick check of the         
system.  

B. BRAKING SYSTEM 
In order to make it safer shopping experience for         

those who are accident prone, there needs to be a          

feature to allow for shopping cart braking. This        
feature must be able to allow a customer to avoid          
any hitting obstacles or persons in the way and be          
able to carry a reasonable amount of weight. 

III. DESIGN IDEA CONTRACT 
Below are a list of each member, their focus, and          

their skill sets that pertain to this project. You will          
also find their resumes in the Appendix section of         
this document. 

 
● Movement 

o 4 wheels, 2 servos, 2 wheels with 
controlled axis 

o 4 wheels, 4 motors, differentials 
o 4 wheels, 2 motors, differentials 
o 4 wheels, 1 motor, 1 wheel with 

controlled axis 
● Detecting items 

o RFID 
o Barcode scanner 

● Interaction/control 
o Touchscreen tablet on cart 
o Smartphone Mobile Application 

● Position detection 

o IPS 
o GPS 
o Motion tracking + sensors 

 
Normal shopping carts require someone to      

physically push them around. In order for our        
SmartCart to move autonomously, we need to have        
motors control the wheels. Not only do we need to          
be able to push the cart forward autonomously, we         
need to be able to control which direction it goes. 

Our first design consideration was to have one        
motor control one of the rear wheels and have a          
motor control the angle of one of the front wheels.          
This approach would require the least amount of        
motors to move the cart around in a controlled         
manner; it would also be fairly easy to implement.         
Shopping carts usually have two fixed wheels in        
front (always facing forward) and two free wheels        
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in the front (able to turn any direction). It would be           
easy to replace one of the rear wheels with a          
motorized wheel. Then we would need to attach a         
DC motor to one of the free wheels in the front to            
be able to control the angle of that wheel, which          
would control which angle the cart moves in. 

The main downside of this approach is that it         
would lack precision. By having motors not push        
both sides equally, the cart will naturally drift to one          
of the sides regardless of the DC motors. We are          
worried that this urge to drift to one of the sides will            
exert too much resistance on the DC motors and         
will slowly damage it. This method also relies        
entirely on the motors for all directional controls; it         
would need to be very precise to be desirable. 

Our current design consideration is to have four        
wheels with one motor on each wheel. The main         
disadvantage is that this would take more hardware        
to implement. However, we still think it is better for          
our application. Four motors would provide more       
power and therefore it would be more responsive to         
speed up and brake quickly. It needs this        
responsiveness in an environment where it might       
need to brake quickly to avoid collision. In addition,         
direction control is distributed between all four       
wheels instead of just one DC motor. This allows         
for more precise movement which is needed in its         
environment. 

A. DETECTING ITEMS 
In order to streamline the shopping experience,       

we want some way to manage and keep track of          
what users store in their carts. The first method we          
thought of was to have a barcode scanner within the          
cart. This way, users would scan items when they         
place them in their carts. Stores already have        
barcodes on all of their products, so this would be          
implementable immediately. 

However, we think this would be a little tedious         
for users. It would be shifting the role of scanning          
items from the cashier to the shopper. Items would         
also need to be checked again in the end, in the case            
that the user did not scan some of their items. 

We think a better way of detecting items is to          
implement RFID. All items would be a passive        

RFID tag and the cart would have an RFID reader          
that could detect items in a close radius. This would          
be much more convenient for users as they would         
only have to place items in their carts without the          
need to scan them. In addition, this would prevent         
the need for checkout lines in the end. 

The main disadvantage of this is that stores        
would need to replace their barcodes with passive        
RFID tags. However, RFID tags are very cheap.        
They already cost fractions of a cent and will         
become even cheaper if they see widespread use        
and are bought in bulk. 

B. INTERACTION AND CONTROL 
We want users to be able to communicate and         

control the shopping cart. We would like for them         
to be able to see an itemized list of their cart           
contents, the total price, as well as being able to set           
a spending limit. 

One possible way to allow users to communicate        
with their SmartCart is to have a smartphone app.         
They would be able to see everything about their         
cart in their own handheld device. When they first         
enter the store, they would use the app to request a           
cart. The cart would then be tied to their device.          
When they are finished shopping, they would be        
able to pay through the app. 

While we would like to have a smartphone app,         
we don’t want this to be the only way to use a            
SmartCart. Many people don’t want to shop while        
constantly using their phones. People should also be        
able to shop if their phone is low on battery or if            
they left it at home. Due to this, we want to attach a             
touchscreen tablet to the cart with an interactive        
GUI. This would allow all users to access the cart’s          
features such as being able to see their total price. 

C. POSITION DETECTION 
In order for the shopping cart to be able to sense           

object/person in front of it, it has to be able to detect            
their position and brake immedietly. There are       
different ways to accomplish this and we have        
considered a few. 

One way to implement this would be with an         
indoor positioning system (IPS). The store would       
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have a wireless signal broadcasting from each       
corner of the store (at least 3 minimum). Each cart          
would then measure either the strength or delay to         
each of the wireless signals to determine its        
position. 

With this approach, users would need to use the         
smartphone app to track their position in order for         
the cart to be able to track them. This approach          
would be the easiest to implement collision       
detection. Because all carts are constantly having       
their position tracked, you can have carts avoid        
running into each other. You can also have the carts          
stay away from restricted zones such as in between         
isles or outside of store premises. 

Although it is useful to see the position of every          
cart, there are disadvantages to this approach that        
have caused us to look at different methods of         
position detection. As mentioned earlier, users are       
required to have the smart phone app in order to be           
able to use the cart. It wouldn’t be able to detect           
their position without it. This approach also       
wouldn’t work well with groups of people; people        
often shop in groups in which only one person in          
the group operates the shopping cart. IPS wouldn’t        
detect anyone else in the group other than the         
person using the phone app. The carts wouldn’t be         
aware of their positions and could potentially       
collide into them. 

Finally, one of the biggest reasons we want to         
stay away from this approach is that we want our          
solution to be contained within the cart. This        
approach requires stores to install several Wi-Fi       
broadcasters throughout their store. While we plan       
to have the carts share some degree of        
communication with the store, we want them to be         
able to run independently as well. 

Our previous design consideration was to use a        
set of sensors contained on the cart to be able to           
detect and track a shopper, and to use sensors in the           
cart to detect and avoid collisions. In our deployable         
prototype in Phase 2, we moved away from this         
method to using a set of servo motors with ping          
sensors to prevent collisions, a more stable       
approach to solving our task. 

IV. FUNDING 
After finalizing the items we would know that       

will be needed to implement our design into a         
real-life form, Appendix E is a list of items         
purchased with their cost. 

V. PROJECT MILESTONES 
Given our project was designed with two major        

components throughout this process, Cart Braking      
and Inventory Tracking, we encounter to Major       
Milestones throughout Phase 2 of Spring 2018. 

 
Major Event 1: Our first major event that was         

completed was implementing the necessary     
functions to control our cart’s servo motors with the         
front based setup ping sensors. 

 
Major Event 2: After this event, we were sure         

our Braking System functions were working, we       
simultaneously were able to have our Graphical       
User Interface and Mobile App functioning with our        
RFID reader on a touch-screen tablet. The design is         
easy to read for the user, simple to understand and          
use.  

VI. WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS) 
Please refer to Appendix F for a display of our          

Work Breakdown Structure for Phase 2. 

VII. RISK ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION 
To determine the various critical paths of       

our SmartCart, we had to determine what       
constituted as the driving component of our design.        
In doing so, we determined that our Brake System         
be the main guts of our final product in the overall           
operation of the cart. Our two lower critical paths         
would be our Graphical User Interface for checkout        
and our RFID system for item tracking. We        
determined the highest risks are sourced in human        
failure followed by software failure. The largest risk        
with regard to human failure is the failure to have          
the brake systemportion working. The largest risk in        
software failure is the failure of communication       
between our brake system and the motor controller.  

a) High Critical Path No. 1: Braking System 
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As discussed in the past, our Braking System             
must be able to brake without hitting obstacles in            
the way. There also needs to be an option to disable                  
the system.  

The highest risk with the braking system is a               
human failure and send the following data in              
readable format to a motor controller. Once it was                
determined that this was the part of the project with                  
the most risk it was allotted more time and human                  
resources to this task.  

The mitigation of this risk was determined to               
allocate all the human resources need to this               
specific problem. We also discovered that the better               
the hardware we are working with the less risk of                   
human failure becoming a reality. We determined             
that working with a set of servo motors and pings             
we can more easily stop collisions and           
communicate with motor controllers. This also          
helped mitigate our next largest risk of the              
communication between our pings and the motor            
controller.  

b) High Critical Path No. 2: Motor Control 
As mentioned in prior reports, our current design              
consideration is to have four wheels with two              
connected to motors. The main disadvantage is that              
this would take more hardware to implement.             
However, we still think it is better for our                 
application. Two servo motors would provide more            
power and therefore it would be more responsive to                
speed up and brake quickly. It needs this              
responsiveness in an environment where it might            
need to brake quickly to avoid collision. In addition,                
direction control is distributed between all four            
wheels instead of just one DC motor. This allows                
for more precise movement which is needed in its                
environment.  

The motors play a significant role with the cart and                  
has a high critical path. The brake system feature                
relies on the motors functioning properly and the              
motors rely on proper input from the Arduino to                
work correctly. The wheels will be attached to the                
motors and then the motors will be controlled by an                  

Arduino which will receive input from the Euclid.  

To mitigate the risk of the motors failing, we will                  
place a H-bridge between the motors and Arduino.              
This will allow us to better control motor speed and                  
braking. We are also taking precautions for the              
weight of the cart. Because everything is going to                
be resting on the wheels/motors, we want to ensure                
that it will be able to handle that weight. We will be                      
initially testing the wheels and motors will a lighter                
load placed on them and then eventually with the                
full cart with a load placed on that to simulate items                    
placed in a shopping cart.  

c) Low Critical Path No.3: Graphical User Interface 
The Graphical User Interface was determined to be        
a low critical path due to it not having direct control           
of the entire carts operation. This component is        
strictly going to be used to allow our users to have           
access to seeing what they have placed in their cart          
and to checkout wherever they are located in a         
store. A small risk that was; however, determined        
with the GUI system, is its possibility of not         
recognizing the items placed in the cart by the user          
because of interference of radio waves. To lower        
the risk of such an event to occur, we opted to           
purchase a medium-range RFID reader to only       
determine items within a certain distance. We feel        
that this will reduce the amount of interface from         
other potential nearby radio waves. 

a) High Critical Path No. 2: RFID 
As we discussed previously, the cart will need to                
know when something has been placed or removed              
from it at any time and be able to somehow display                    
the current contents of the cart in an easy to read                    
format. Then with that information it should be able                
to tally up and inform the user of the total price of                      
its contents. If an item is mistakenly placed in                
without the user knowing a quick check of the                
system.  

By itself the RFID reader has a low risk of failing                    
was determined to be low on the critical path. Since                  
we are not making the reader from scratch and we                  
are buying a premade one there is little risk of                  
hardware failure. If the hardware where to fail then                
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it would moderately impact the cart, but the cart                
would still be able to operate. The biggest issues                
that could arise for the RFID would be the                 
programming portion. The RFID reader by itself             
can just send out a signal and read any tags within                     
its range, so it needs to be connected with the GUI                     
interface system correctly to be able to properly               
manipulate the data. If the RFID is not setup                 
properly then the GUI and Mobile App have a              
possibility of shutting down or receiving incorrect            
data to work with. This would disable the inventory                
tracking, but it would not stop the cart as a whole so                      
the impact is not as large as the machine vision and                    
motor portions. There is also an issue with being                
able to read things surrounded by a faraday cage                
such as items inside E.S.D. bags, however this does                
not pose an issue for most stores that use shopping                  
carts.  

VIII. DESIGN OVERVIEW 
HARDWARE: FURTHER DETAILED INFORMATION IN     
APPENDIX B. 

● Motors 
o 4 wheels, 2 motors, differential setup 
o Able to move cart and items 
o Requires technician who is able to 

program drive 
● High Frequency RFID 

o RFID antenna/reader 
o RFID tags 
o Able to read entire inside of cart 
o $50 - $200 
o Requires technician who understands 

how to program software for and use 
RFID 

● Touchscreen tablet 
o Able to show internally developed 

GUI system 
o $50 - $150 
o Requires technician who can develop 

software apps that look professional 
and is easy to use 

● GPS 

o Able to show cart location within a       
specified boundary and prevent    
shopping cart  theft. 

o Will allow for brakes to get engaged       
if outside a set perimeter 

● Shopping Cart 

o Able to fit all required hardware 
o $100 - $150 

● Power Source 

o Able to power entire system and not       
weigh it down to the point it can’t        
carry anything 

SOFTWARE: FURTHER DETAILED INFORMATION IN 
APPENDIX C. 

1. Inventory Tracking 
1. Graphic User Interface 

1. Touch-based system that will 
allow user to track items 
placed in their cart, set a 
budget limit, provide total 
cost of goods,check-out 
directly on-the-spot, and 
track the data received from 
the RFID system. 

2. Software that will be used: 
WPF. 

3. Matteen and Jacob will be 
working on this part together. 
The estimated time of 
creating this piece of 
software will be about 30-40 
hours. 

4. Completion will be 
determined by verifying if the 
software can detect data 
being retrieved by the RFID 
system (discussed next) in 
real-time. 

2. Mobile Application 
1. Mobile app system that will 

allow user to track items 
placed in their cart, set a 
budget limit, provide total 
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cost of goods,check-out 
directly on-the-spot, and 
track the data received from 
the RFID system. 

2. Software that will be used: 
C# with integration from 
tablet GUI. 

3. Matteen and Jacob will be 
working on this part together. 
The estimated time of 
creating this piece of 
software will be about 30-40 
hours. 

4. Completion will be 
determined by verifying if the 
software can detect data 
being retrieved by the RFID 
system (discussed next) in 
real-time. 

 
2. Remote Frequency Identification System 

(RFID System) 
i. Hardware based system that will 

determine and collect the 
necessary information needed to 
send to the touch-pad for the user 
to see. 

ii. The hardware used will be a high 
frequency RFID antenna and 
reader with the ability to reach 
around 2-3ft in reading radius. 

iii. The software will be developed 
using visual studios in the C# 
language to allow for full control 
over what the RFID reader does 
and how the data is controlled. 

iv. Jacob will be working on this 
part. The estimated time of 
implementing this piece is 30-40 
hours. 

v. Completion will be determined 
by verifying if the RFID system 
is sending the correct data to the 
software implemented by 
Matteen and Ryan. 

2. Brake System 

a. Servo Motors and Ping Sensors 
i. Hardware and software system 

that will allow for a brakes to be 
engaged if pings detect object 
within 14 inches of front of cart.. 

ii. Software that will be used: 
Arduino C++. 

iii. Adam will be working on this 
part. Other members of the team 
will help as needed per their 
expertise. The estimated time of 
implementing this piece is 30-40 
hours. 

iv. Completion will be determined 
by verifying if the pings will be 
able to successfully determine an 
object based off of specific 
criteria we set and if the correct 
data is being sent to the motor 
system (discussed next). 

b. Motor Controls 
i. Hardware system that will allow 

for a shopping cart to be run 
solely on the reliance of motors. 

ii. Hardware that will be used: a 
plastic shopping cart, and motors. 

iii. Software that will be used: the 
motors will be directly operated 
by the Brake System that will be 
implemented. 

iv. Jacob and Ryan will be working 
on this part together. The 
estimated time of implementing 
this part will be about 30-40 
hours. 

Completion will be determined when the motors       
are synchronized and operating based off of data        
collected by the Brake System. 
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IX. DEPLOYABLE PROTOTYPE STATUS 
Per our Design Idea Contract, our deployable       

prototype successfully shows each planned idea in a        
more polished manner. Of course, like any       
engineered product, there is always more room for        
improvements to be made in further iterations of a         
product. This experience has given us a strong        
footing to potential continue work on this product        
after we graduate school. 

X. DEPLOYABLE PROTOTYPE MARKETABILITY 
FORECAST 

The overall functionality of our cart are       
functioning which is exactly what we were looking        
for in our Phase 2 of Spring 2018. To further          
achieve a marketable device, the design of our cart         
with a more sturdy and secure design will greatly         
improve customer satisfaction and experience. 

 
As we concluded this Phase 2 session design, we         

determined that our software could be more robust        
in terms of user interface. Currently, the cart’s GUI         
is in a functioning state, but relies heavily on a          
refresh rate that we feel could be further improved         
to not dent the user experience. 

 
Additionally, looking at our Project from a       

financial standpoint, our Market Review proved this       
could be a big hit with the average American         
shopper. The next three graphical figures show our        

research of what Customers and Business Owners       
think about our product. 

A. From a Customer’s standpoint 

 

 

 
Data collected from a survey of 100 people. 

 
As can be seen from the above graphs the 

majority of those surveyed were in support of the 
idea of the SmartCart. For those who disagreed we 
asked for more detail so that we could improve the 
product. If the negative feedback was summarized 
into a few words then it would be: “They have been 
shopping like this all their life and don't want to 
change now.” We noticed that the demographic of 
people who preferred not use the upgraded cart 
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were older. They explained that the learning curve 
to the newer technologies was to steep for them and 
they prefered things staying the way they were.  
 

B. From a Business Owner’s standpoint 

 
Data collected from a survey of 10 Store Owners. 

 
Market Size 

Based off nearly 40,000 grocery stores in 
United State; giving us, the inventors of SmartCart, 
access to the most of this market share. 

 
Data pulled from Neilsen TDLinx (2017) via FoodIndustry.com [14] 

XI. CONCLUSION 
A SmartCart that is able to meet the constraints         

of being able to prevent collisions as well as track          
the items put in the cart by said customer can be           
created in several ways. In order for us to meet the           
constraints set before however it was decided that        
we would use a differential drive cart with 2 servo          
motors, one motor per back wheel, an RFID system,         
a GPS, and an interactive touchscreen and mobile        
app with several features to allow for ease of access.          
The differential drive motors will make it easier for         

the cart to maneuver itself and avoid obstacles. The         
RFID system will help keep track of any item put          
into the cart with an RFID tag on it. The brake           
system will allow for the cart to be able to work           
congruently with the ping sensors and provide data        
for the motors to know when to engage and stop.          
The touchscreen and mobile app will allow for the         
user to see and interact with the inventory in the cart           
and keep track of prices. 
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Appendix A 
User Manual 
 
To operate SmartCart and its next-generation features, please follow the below guidelines. 
 

1. Graphical User Interface 
a. An end-user will be presented with a simple screen that will allow them to see the items 

placed within the cart. 
b. A budget limiter is also included on the software to prevent overspending. 
c. Checking out is made simple by selecting the “check-out” button the lower-left hand corner 

of the screen. Upon successful payment, the user may leave the store with their purchased 
goods. 

2. Brake System 
a. This system will automatically be functioning without any required user input. To assure the 

system is functioning, store operators may check the internal power module to verify power 
is ample for the motors and sensors.  
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Appendix B 
Braking and Software Flow Charts 
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Appendix E.  
Project Partners and Cost Breakdown 
 

ITEM UNIT 
COST 

QUANTIT
Y 

SHIPPING TAX PARTIAL 
TOTAL 

NUVISION 8" TABLET  $    72.99  1    $          72.99  

HIGH TORQUE 20KG SERVO 
MOTOR 

 $    9.05  2    $          18.10  

MOUNTING BRACKET FOR 
MOTORS 

 $      7.34  2    $          14.68  

RFID READER  $  209.90  1    $        209.90  

USB TO SERIAL CONVERTER  $      8.99  1   $  0.74   $            9.73  

DISTANCE SENSOR-PING $ 6.49 2   $        11.49 

2200MAH 11.1V LIPO BATTERY  $    15.58  1   $  1.29   $          16.87  

ADAFRUIT ULTIMATE GPS $ 39.95 1   $39.95 

      

    Total Cost =   $    393.71   

 
Funding Partners 
 
Project Sponsor: Intel 
 
Project Funding 1: Ryan Peck 
Project Funding 2: Matteen Helmand 
Project Funding 3: Adam Al-Antably 
Project Funding 4: Jacob Peterson  
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https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B01H3B17R8/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o02_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B00TK0X03U/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o05_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B00TK0X03U/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o05_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B00NN4XUTS/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B0007T27H8/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://smile.amazon.com/gp/product/B00WJN4LG0/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o01_s01?ie=UTF8&psc=1


Appendix F.  
Work Breakdown Structure 

 

Detailed breakdown of Project Status and Timeline during Phase 2 of Spring 2018 Semester 
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Appendix G.  
Resumes 
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